Tips For Hanging
Install the baldachin with a few simple steps...

CEILING HOOK

POSITION

In any hardware store you get the

consider upfront before "drilling"
that you install the ceiling hook’s
with a offset of 20cm. So you get
Room to move around the baldachin
that you can „tight“ pulling.

ceiling hook’s to hang the cords.

BALDACHIN
The baldachin contains instep
cords to the fastening at every
corner.

BAMBOO
At first at an installation with
bamboo bars, pull the baldachin up
with the loops and fix the bars
with a separate cord over cross at
the corner points. (img. 1) The
whole frame can now be mounted
on the ceiling. Then knot the
baldachin tightly on the corners.

TASSEL
with the Tassels the sides Curtain
can be bound together and place
them with a small nail in the wall
to the desired position.

FOUR-POSTER
For four-poster beds with a solid
rack ideally suitable as over-throw.

So if the base of the baldachin is 200
x 200 the heels should better be
installed with 20cm distance to the
outside at the blanket – in our
example: 220 x220.
The weight of the complete
baldachin is about 3kg. Use as
required and - depending on
composition of the blanket, plug or
hollow plug. (img.4)
If you use laundry
detergent
with
high part bleach the canopy will
get "snow white".

WET HANGING
the canopy is a little "wrinkled"
when he comes to you. If you
wash it at 30C (without bleach)
and hang it up moist - the wrinkles
disappear by itself.

Bamboo poles optional:
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